DUAL U94 CONFIGURATIONS

RADIO + RADIO
This configuration allows you to connect and communicate with two radios simultaneously. Cable lengths can be customized to accommodate where your radios will be located on your load out.

RADIO + ICS
This configuration allows you to connect to a primary radio on COM1 and a vehicle/aircraft/watercraft ICS on COM2. For this configuration, PTT2 can be removed and wired as a pass-through for connecting to on-board PTT's.

RADIO + PHONE
This configuration allows you to connect to a primary radio on COM1 and a mobile phone to COM2. PTT1 keys your connected radio and PTT2 is the answer/end function for your mobile device.

RADIO + TONE
This configuration allows you to connect to a primary radio on COM1 and only has a single down-lead. PTT1 keys your primary radio for voice communications and pressing PTT2 generates tones for a more discrete form of communications.

MARITIME VERSION
ALSO AVAILABLE

DUAL U94 WITH AUXILIARY INPUT
Similar to the single radio version the Dual U94 can be configured with an auxiliary input for the use of secondary devices/remote PTT’s. When a remote PTT is connected it will key the device connected to COM1/PTT1.

CONTACT TEA FOR ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

SPECIAL APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT MODULAR RADIO OR VIC3 VERSION
This special U94 version was developed for a US Army PSD. This version of the U94 has an AP107 connector that connects into the VIC3 ICS when mounted and a lower assembly that’s connected to the PRC 148/152 radio for use unmounted.